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Abstract  
There are several semantic similarity measures that have been 
used to measure and quantify how much two concepts are alike. 
However, these measures have been tested, verified and 
compared in English language, using WordNet (WN). Few 
concerns have been given to study the impacts of traditional 
semantic similarity measures on Arabic language, embodied in 
Arabic WordNet (AWN). This paper aims at investigating the 
ability of applying semantic similarity measures over AWN and 
their applicability on Arabic-related applications. Having 
semantic measures for Arabic language will support many 
Arabic-based natural language processing applications. In this 
paper the experimental study was applied on seven semantic 
similarity measures from numerous semantic similarity measures. 
The experiments show that Wup measure has achieved the 
highest correlation with human ratings and the lowest value of 
MSE. This indicates that the Wup measure has the best 
performance in calculating the similarity of Arabic word pairs 
using AWN ontology against the other measures. In the other 
hand, path measure has the worst performance, because of the 
lowest correlation with human ratings and the highest value of 
MSE that it has achieved. 
Keywords: 
Semantic similarity, semantic similarity measure, WordNet, 
Arabic WordNet (AWN), AWSS. 

1. Introduction 

Rapid growth of developing traditional Arabic natural 
language processing (ANLP) and Arabic information 
retrieval applications created the needs to explore well 
defined semantic similarity measures over Arabic 
representational vocabulary known as Arabic ontology 
[1][2][3]. Semantics similarity is acquired by mapping an 
input text, as words and short texts into an ontology at 
which these words are getting their semantics by their 
relation represented in that ontology. To enable the 
discovery of such relation, several semantic similarity 
measures have been proposed in the literature. 
 The semantic measures have been proposed to compute 
the similarity between a pair of concepts in the structured 
model of the ontology [4]. Then, these measures have 
been used to discover the similarity between words in a 
free text in order to support natural language processing 
(NLP) and information retrieval (IR) applications. Many 
researchers have studied semantic similarity measures 

over English ontologies. However, there is lack of 
researches that focus on Arabic ontology. The interest of 
the improvement of how to find relevant information in a 
language other than English is growing, specifically on the 
collections of information written in Arabic [5]. 
Developing new semantic similarity measures over Arabic 
ontology will improve finding relevant information in 
Arabic language 
Arabic is a very rich and complex language. Handling 
Arabic language in NLP and IR field is hard task. It is 
difficult to apply the same English language processing 
techniques on Arabic language. Arabic letters are written 
from right to left [6]. These letters take different forms 
based on their location in the word. Diacritics are written 
above or below the letters to represent the desired sound 
and to give a word the desired meaning. Also Arabic 
words show a complex internal structure, where words 
often incorporate affixes that mark grammatical 
inflections and diacritics to express different parts of 
speech [7]. 
The reminder of the paper is organized as follow: section 
2 introduces the WordNet and Arabic WordNet. Semantic 
similarity measures selection are presented in section 3. 
Section 4 describes the process of selection the arabic 
dataset benchmark.   Section 5 provides experimental 
study of applying the selected measures on AWN. A 
conclusion is presented in section 6. 

2. WordNet and Arabic WordNet 

WordNet is the product of a research project at Princeton 
University [8]. According to Meng, Huang, & Gu [9] 
WordNet is a large lexical database of English. It is a 
model for describing the concepts and relationships 
between them in a hierarchical way. Nouns, verbs, adverbs 
and adjectives in WordNet are organized by set of 
semantic relations into synonym sets (synsets), which 
represent one concept. Examples of semantic relations 
used by WordNet are synonymy, autonomy, hyponymy, 
member, similar, domain and cause and so on. Some 
relations are used for concept form relation and others for 
semantic relation. These relations represented as a 
hierarchy structure, which makes it a useful tool for 
computational linguistics and natural language processing 
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[10]. WordNet is used by many researchers to measure the 
semantic similarity or relatedness between a pair of 
concepts, since it organizes nouns and verbs into hierarchy 
way. 
Black, Elkateb, Rodriguez, and Alkhalifa [11] developed 
Arabic WordNet (AWN) which is a lexical resource for 
modern standard Arabic (MSA) following the 
development process of Princeton WordNet for English. 
AWN enables translation on the lexical level to English 
and dozens of other languages [12]. AWN 2.0 was 
released in January of 2008, it contains 9,698 concepts, 
corresponding to 21,813 MSA words, and 6 different 
relation types, totaling 143,715 links. A later version of 
AWN, 2.0.1, was also released and contained 11,269 
synsets, corresponding to 23,841 words, and 22 link types, 
totaling 161,705 links. AWN synsets belong to one of 5 
parts of speech: noun (6,438), verb (2,536), adjective 
(456), adjective satellite (158), and adverb (110) [13]. 
AWN used in many ANLP and Arabic information 
retrieval applications to find common characteristics 
between concepts. This research will be based on AWN to 
implement the semantic measures and calculate similarity 
score between concepts. 

3. Semantic Similarity Measures Selection 

There are many semantic similarity measures based on 
WN to compute the semantic similarity between two 
concepts. These measures are divided into four categories, 
the path-based measures, information content measures, 
feature-based measures and hybrid measures [4]. In this 
research seven well-known measures from three 
categories (path-based measures, information content 
measures and hybrid measure) are selected to study their 
applicability on AWN. The feature-based measures use 
the glosses of the concepts which are provided in WN [9]. 
However, these glosses are not available in AWN, 
therefore feature-based measures will not be applied in 
this research. The selected measures in this paper are: 
1. Wup: is path based measure uses the distance 

between concepts and the depth of the LCS in the 
taxonomy to compute the semantic similarity.[14]  

2. Path measure: is path-based measure uses the length 
of the path between concepts to computer the 
semantic similarity [15]. 

3. LCH: is path-based measure uses the length of the 
path between concepts and the max depth of the 
taxonomy [16]. 

4. LI: is path-based measure uses non-linear equation 
function based on the length between concepts and 
the depth of the concepts in the taxonomy [17]. 

5. AWSS: is Arabic path-based measure uses LI 
formula to compute semantic similarity with 

modification on the depth and length computation to 
be proper for AWN [18]. 

6. ResMeng.: is node-based measure, also known as 
information content measure. In this measure we 
compute the IC using corpus independent method 
called ICmeng [19][20]. 

7. Zhou: is hybrid measure, uses two different 
measures families, path based measures and 
information content measures.[21] 

The above seven measures consist of three path-based 
measures, two non linear path-based measures and one 
information content measure and one hybrid measure. The 
first three measures are linear path-based measures, and 
they are selected because they achieve good performance 
against other measures. The fourth measure LI is selected 
because it is non-linear path based measure, as well as it is 
the reference measure of AWSS. Fifth measure AWSS  is 
selected because it is the first Arabic semantic similarity 
measure, and to compare its result on Arabic dataset 
against the results of the other six measures. AWSS 
proposed by Almarsoomi, et al. calculated the similarity 
between concepts using information sources extracted 
from AWN, which are length and depth. They used a 
previously developed Arabic word benchmark dataset [7] 
to evaluate AWSS measure by calculating word similarity 
on an Arabic word set with human judgments. The authors 
state that the experimental evaluation indicates that the 
Arabic measure is performing well. It has achieved a 
correlation value of 0.894 compared with the average 
value of human participants of 0.893 on evaluation dataset 
[18]. As shown previously the sixth measure is corpus 
independent measure, there are various corpus dependent 
measures, but we didn't use them due to the ambiguous 
and sparse data problem. Seventh measure is selected 
because it represents hybrid measure category.   

4. Arabic Dataset Benchmark Selection 

In this research Arabic dataset benchmark used is called 
AWSS benchmark. This dataset was created by Fazza et al 
(2012). The Arabic dataset uses the same procedures 
which were followed in creating English dataset 
benchmarks for semantic similarity. The most two 
common benchmark datasets are Rubenstein & 
Goodenough R&G [22] and Miller & Charles (M&C). To 
the best of our knowledge there are no Arabic benchmark 
datasets for semantic similarity except AWSS by Fazza et 
al [7]. 
The AWSS benchmark dataset was prepared mainly in 
two steps, first, determine the Arabic word pairs set, 
second, specify human similarity rate for word pairs. The 
AWSS benchmark creators fundamentally used the dataset 
of Rubenstein & Goodenough R&G [22]. Fazza et al 
created a list of Arabic word pairs contains 70 item [7]. 
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They follow the same steps of R&G, 27 Arabic categories 
were created and employed to select the stimulus Arabic 
word pairs and to promote the best possible semantic 
representation. Arabic categories were created based on 
Rubenstein & Goodenough method, the list of English 
words in the R&G experiment contains 48 nouns from 22 
different categories. In AWSS benchmark another five 
categories added to expand 22 categories to be 27 
categories. The 48 English noun pairs from  R&G list  
have been used to create the 22 Arabic categories after 
translated into Arabic language using English-Arabic 
dictionary and checked their accuracy from professional 
translator and fluent lecturers, the categories specified 
based on the definition of  the selected pairs [22]. After 
the 22 categories were specified, new 5 categories were 
added, the added categories relevant to Arabic life style.  
After that, the first two nouns from each category are 
selected to generate 56 stimulus Arabic words [7]. 
The 56 noun pairs were divided into two columns, 28 
nouns in each column. A sample of 22 Arabic native 
speakers from 5 different Arabic countries was chosen to 
generate two sets of Arabic noun pairs ranging from high 
similarity of meaning (HSM) to medium similarity of 
meaning (MSM) and low similarity. The participant asked 
to write 28 Arabic noun pairs which have high similarity 
from the list by selecting one noun from Column A and 
other from Column B, and write 32 pairs have medium 
similarity by the same procedure of selecting high 
similarity pairs. The participants while selecting can 
choose the same word more than one time without 
duplicating the pairs. After the list processed the final list 
was contains 57 Arabic noun pairs. Then 13 Arabic noun 
pairs from low similarity were randomly selected by Fazza 
et al. in order to get list from 70 Arabic word pairs which 
covered high to low similarity, this list called AWSS 
benchmark. Table 1 shows AWSS list.  
Another 60 participants from different Arabic countries 
who had not taken part in generating Arabic word pairs 
were asked to rank the set of 70 Arabic word pairs 
previously collected. The participants were requested to 
rate each word pair based on how similar they were in 
meaning from 0.0 to 4.0 [7]. In this work, the human 
rating is divided by four to convert the rating from [0-4] 
range to [0-1].  In this paper AWSS benchmark dataset has 
been chosen for various reasons as follows: first, Arabic 

word pairs were created carefully. Second, this benchmark 
was based on R&G dataset, which is the most influential 
word dataset for English. The original Arabic dataset 
contained 24 low similarity, 24 medium similarity and 22 
high similarity word pairs. Due to absence of some words 
in AWN, only 40 word pairs were taken. Sub dataset in 
this experiment contains 12 word pairs low similarity, 13 
word pairs medium similarity and 15 high similarity word 
pairs.  

5. Experimental Study of Applying the 
Traditional Measures on AWN 

In this section we will study the possibility of using the 
traditional semantic similarity measures on Arabic 
ontology. The results of this study will give the 
researchers in Arabic natural language processing good 
knowledge about the semantic similarity measures that 
could use in AWN. 
The experiments study in this section is organized as 
following steps, choosing the proper tools for applying the 
seven semantic similarity measures over AWN, applying 
the traditional semantic similarity measures using the 
selected tool, extracting and analyzing the results of 
implementing the measures, finally evaluating the results 
based on MSE and correlation. 

5.1 Selecting the Optimal Tool 

There are many available tools that implement the 
semantic similarity measures on WN. In this research the 
Java AWN API and WS4J will be used. Java AWN API 
contains implementations of four semantic similarity 
measures, Wup, LCH, LI and path.  Additionally it gives 
information sources like number of hyponyms for 
concepts, depth of the concepts in the taxonomy and path 
length between concepts. Therefore, in this research we 
apply the four mentioned measures as well as additional 
measure called Resnik which based on the information 
provided from the tool. WS4J is the second tool used to 
compute the semantic similarity on English noun pairs. 
This tool can compute the similarity score using eight 
measures over WN, which easy to use online tool. 
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Table 1: AWSS dataset benchmark [7] 

 

5.2 Computing the Semantic Similarity Using Java 
AWN API 

In this section the semantic similarity measures will be 
applied using the java AWN API on 40 Arabic noun pairs 
which were selected from AWSS dataset, and the result 
for all measures will be described, analyzed and compared 
with human ratings. In order to run java AWN API tool, 
we should import the Arabic WordNet (AWN). Arabic 
WordNet browser is an application available on the 
internet containing the Arabic WordNet database. The 
AWN browser gives us the ability to export its database as 
a file. After exporting AWN file, the exported file should 
be passed to the java AWN API. The java AWN API tool 
contains a set of methods and classes to handle AWN. The 
first class has been used was AWN class. This class enable 
us to import the AWN xml file, it takes two parameters, 
the first parameter is the path of AWN xml file, the second 
parameter is "true" or "false", to tell the API to remove 
diacritics (harakat) from the source, "false" parameter 

should be passed, in our case we need diacritics, so "true" 
has been passed. The following code shows how to use the 
class. 

AWN aw= new AWN("upc_db.xml",true); 

As mentioned above, we  applied the selected semantic 
similarity measures to all Arabic word pairs in the dataset, 
this step took a lot of time and effort, because we need to 
get synset-id for all word pairs, this has been done by two 
steps as follows: 

1.  We used AWN browser to get Arabic synonyms 
with diacritics by typing Arabic concept in 
Arabic word filed, then choosing proper word 
sense from the list appearing in Arabic word 
senses box as shown in figure 1. Thus the Arabic 
word with diacritics copied to be used in java 
AWN API tool. 

2. Arabic word with diacritics have been passed to 
java AWN API method to get synset ID as 
follows:  
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List<String>        
ItemID=aw.Get_Item_Id_From_Name("َشْیخ"); 

 

Figure 1: Arabic word senses box in AWN browser 

The above two steps have been repeated for all Arabic 
noun pairs and all collected synsets IDs have have been 
stored. 
The semantic similarity for all Arabic noun pairs have 
been computed by Java AWN API tools. As said 
previously this tool has only 4 measures, namely, edge 
counting (Get_word_similirty_edge_counting), WUP 
(Get_word_similirty_wuP), Leakcock and Chodorow 
(Get_word_similirty_LeakcockChodorow) And Li 
(Get_word_similirty_Li). For the two measures 
(Resnikmeng and Zhou), we developed two new methods. 
Arabic word pairs were already implemented by AWSS 
measure (Almarsoomi et al., 2013).  
To compute the semantic similarity of word pair, built-in 
methods in Java AWN API will be used. To do that  the 
synset ID for Arabic word pairs should pass to the 
methods of the measures in java AWN API to return the 
similarity score between them. For example if we need to 
find the similarity score between شیخ (Sheikh) and ضریح 
(Sepulcher), we should pass synset ID for both concepts 
as follows: 

System.out.println(aw.Get_word_similirty_w
uP("$ayox_n1AR","qabor_n1AR")); 
System.out.println(aw.Get_word_similirty_L
i("$ayox_n1AR","qabor_n1AR",0.2,0.6)); 

5.3 Gathering the Results for All Measures and 
Evaluation 

After calculating the similarity score for all Arabic word 
pairs and English word pairs using the above mentioned 
techniques, the next step was to gather similarity values 
for each measure, then study the performance for all 
measures. Therefore, we wrote down the results into two 
tables. The evaluation process in this paper was carried 
out by finding two factors, namely correlation between 
similarity measure score and human rating and mean 
square error (MSE) of measures results. Tables 2 & 3 
show the results of applying the measures on the 40 
Arabic noun pairs. Table 2 shows the results of WUP, LI 
and Path measures. The table contains the 40 Arabic word 
pairs and their translations. The Arabic word pairs have 
been translated into English word pairs in order to be 
applied over WN. The results of applying Arabic and 
English word pairs have been compared to study the 
differences between AWN and WN.  The table includes 
Human Rating column which contains the human 
judgment similarity score of the Arabic noun pairs, this 
score has been used to be compared with computer based 
result (i.e output of applying Wup measure). Human based 
score is considered as benchmark to compute the error rate 
of the computerized semantic similarity measure. Table 2 
also contains two columns (EN, AR) to show the 
similarity score of Wup for English and Arabic pairs. The 
two columns (Err, Sqr_Err ) in the table contain the 
Error which is the difference between the computed 
similarity score by Wup and human rating score, and the 
square error to compute the mean square error. The word 
pairs have been divided into three groups: low similarity, 
medium similarity and high similarity. 
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Table 2  Results of applying WUP, LCH and path measures on AWN 
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The Wup column in Table 2 shows that Wup measure has 
obtained a good value of MSE (0.016475). MSE values 
for each similarity group (i.e. low, medium and high) were 
calculated separately. MSE value for high similarity group 
is (0.01740).  Low and medium similarity group have the 
same MSE value (0.0027). These results indicate better 
performance for Wup in high similarity. 
Wup measure  has obtained a high value of correlation 
coefficient (0.94) with human rating, this means that Wup 
measure has good linear relation with human rating. 
Figure 2-A  shows the correlation between human ratings 
and the scores of Wup measure.  
The LCH column in Table 2 shows that the LCH measure 
has obtained MSE value of (0.037075).  The results show 
that the LCH measure performs better in low similarity 
group with MSE value of (0.00231). The LCH measure 
has the worst performance in high similarity group due to 
the highest value of MSE (0.06085) which this measure 
has achieved.   
LCH measure has a good correlation coefficient compared 
with human rarings (0.89). This indicates a strong relation 
between LCH measure and human ratings. Less 
correlation has been scored when compared with LCH 
measure on WN (0.82). Figure 2-B  shows the correlation 
between the scores of LCH measure and human ratings. 
The column of Path measure in table 2 shows that Path 
measure has obtained the highest MSE value (0.160383) 
compared to the MSE values of other measures, which 
indicates bad performance for path measure. Highest MSE 
value (0.301057) for this measure in high similarity group 

shows that path measure has scored very poor results in 
high similarity.   
The correlation coefficient of path measure is 0.75. Figure 
2-C shows an empty area between 0.5 and 1.However, this 
empty area reduces the correlation with human ratings. 
Path measure on AWN has scored better value of 
correlation coefficient compared with path measure that 
has been applied on WN with value of (0.79).  
Table 3 shows the results of the remaining four semantic 
similarity measures ( i.e. Li, Resmeng, AWSS and Zhou). 
The column of Li measures in table 3 shows that MSE 
value for Li's measure is (0.1020513). This high value of 
error indicates poor performance. The results show that 
Li's measure has obtained better scores for low similarity 
group than scores for medium and high similarity group. 
Correlation coefficient of Li's similarity measure using 
AWN beats the path measure with value of (0.84). Li's 
measure has scored high correlation coefficient with 
corresponding Li's measure that has been applied over 
WN with value of (0.95). 
Information content-based measure (Resmeng) has 
obtained medium value of MSE (0.077056). Compared to 
the other measures. This measure has achieved 
intermediate performance. This measure performs well in 
low similarity group by achieving (0.014863) of MSE in 
low similarity group. However, the results show weakness 
of this measure in high similarity. ResMeng  measure has 
obtained a good correlation  (0.91) with human ratings and 
comes second place after Wup measure. Correlation value 
between ResMeng measure over AWN and ResMeng 
measure over WN is 0.82. 

 

Figure 2: The correlation between result of Wip,LCH and Path measures and human ratings 
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Table 3 shows that EN sub-column for AWSS column has 
no values, because this measure has been developed 
especially to be applied on AWN. However this measure 
has achieved good MSE score (0.044237). AWSS measure 
has scored best in low similarity group and worst results in 
high similarity. Human rating correlation with AWSS 
method (0.88) is very close to LCH correlation with 
human scores. Figure 3-C shows the correlation between 
the scores of AWSS measure and the human ratings. 

The last measure that has been applied is Zhou measure, 
as shown in the table 3. The MSE value (0.03174) of this 
measure is very close to MSE of LCH measure. MSE 
value of (0.07202) in high similarity group indicates the 
weakness of this measure in high similarity group. 
However, Zhou measure has achieved better performance 
in medium and low similarity. Figure 3-D shows the 
correlation between Zhou measure and human ratings, this 
measure has a high correlation score after Wup measure 
(0.92). 

Table 3 Results of applying Li, Res_Meng, AWSS and Zhou measure on AWN 
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Figure 3: The correlation between human rating and LI, Resmeng, AWSS and Zhou measure 

5.4 Measures Evaluation 

In this section the obtained results from previous 
experiments have been evaluated to find which measures 
achieve good performance over AWN. The semantic 
measures performance on AWN have been compared 
using two factors, MSE value and correlation with human 
ratings.  
Table 4 shows the correlation between each measure and 
human ratings, and the MSE values for all measures. 
Correlation values multiplied by 10 and MSE values 
multiplied by 100 to make the comparison between 
measures easier. Table 4 shows that Wup measure has 
achieved the highest correlation with human ratings and 
the lowest value of MSE. This indicates that the Wup 
measure has the best performance in calculating the 
similarity of Arabic word pairs using AWN ontology 
against the other measures. Besides, path measure has the 
worst performance, because of the lowest correlation with 
human ratings and highest value of MSE that it has 
achieved. 

Table 4: list of correlation and MSE values for all measures 

Measure Correlation with 
human ratings MSE 

Wup 9.4 1.6475 
ResMeng 9.1 7.7056 

LCH 8.9 3.7075 
AWSS 8.8 4.4237 

Li 8.4 10.205 
Path 7.5 16.038 
Zhou 9.2 3.17432 

Figure 4 shows that the correlation values of all measures 
are almost close to each other. However, the correlation 
value of Wup measure is the highest, followed by Zhou 
measure and the correlation value of path measure is the 
lowest.  

 

Figure 4: The correlation and MSE values for all measures 

6. Conclusion  

This research has studied the possibility of applying the 
traditional semantic similarity measures over AWN. These 
measures have been applied using Arabic benchmark 
dataset. The AWN provides information sources which 
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are: distances, depths and information content of concepts. 
Therefore, these information sources could be used by 
different categories of measures such as path-based 
measures, corpus-dependent information content based 
measures, and hybrid measures to calculate the similarity 
score between Arabic word pairs. The AWN has missing 
information sources such as glosses of concepts. However, 
some of feature-based measures need these glosses to be 
applied on AWN. Therefore, Lesk's measure which is well 
known feature-based measure is not applicable on AWN. 
Furthermore, the corpus-dependent information content-
based measures cannot be applied over AWN due to the 
ambiguity and sparse data problem. However, to avoid 
these problems, this research recommends using corpus-
independent information content-based measures. The 
experimental results of applying the traditional semantic 
similarity measures on AWN found out that Wup measure 
has the highest correlation value with human ratings. 
Furthermore, Wup measure has obtained the lowest MSE 
value against other measures; therefore, this result 
indicates that the Wup measure has the best performance 
compared to other measures. Path measure has the worst 
performance, with lowest correlation with human rating 
and lowest MSE value.  
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